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INTRODUCTION

My intention in painting is to reco:rd the impressions
of imaginative vision to produce a greater feeling fo:r life and
nature.

The need to express the inner feeling of pu-re vision

is the reason fo:r 11My Magic Moonscapes.

11

Numerous pho

tographs and philosophies at"e included to assist in the under
standing of the sequence of thoughts that went into the p:re
pa'.t.'ation of these moonscape paintings.
The object of this thesis is to illu strate imaginative
examples of thoughts and vision which; hopefully,
an invitation for your creativity to expand.

will provide

CHAPTER I
IMAGINATIVE VISION

Your eyes are the heart of my paintings.

Blood is

pumped from your eyes to the communication gap and then
on to the parts of my painting to give it life.

Then that

painting turns into a c:reatu:re, similar .to the beast of
nature, an omniscient thing whose points of interest p:rick
your senses.

Now you open more than your eyes.

and emotions are bare,

Your feelings

,..eady to be bombarded by color

and texture across space.

The tc.ols your. body employs to

experience this reaction a re sight and insight, which together
form a pure imaginative vision.
I will define ''vision" as follows .

. . I use the word "vision"

here to mean the total sensory awa:renes s of the· mind, including
the creative use of tactile awar.eness, pe:r.cpetion, sound,
taste, and smell.

I believe that vision is the basic element to

undet"standing and creating abstract painting.

Let me de

scribe briefly various processes of sensory awareness so
that we will be able to go beyond the obvious wodd and into
an imaginative cosmic milieu.
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Gerard Manley Hopkins,

presents an attitude simila t"

to mine in his poem, · 11Natu't"e is a Herclitean Fire. 11

The

beginning of this poem shackles your cognitive mind and forces
you into a world of fantasy.
Cloud-puffball, torn tuffs, tossed pillows flaunt
forth, then chevy on an air Built thoroughfare; heaven-roysterers,

'
in gay

gangs they throng; they glitter in mat'ches.
Down roughcast, down dazzling whitewash,
wherever. an elm arches.
Shivelights and shadowtackle in long lashes lace,
lance, and pail", 1

There is a direct :i:-oute from this poem to vis'..lal c-. rt.
The ,-eader's mind boggles in response to Hopkins' colot'fui
rhythmic sequence of inflicted forms, but !eaps forth
creative images into a vivid picture.

to fuse

This keeness of in-

si ght is what we want to deposit in our store of knowledge
as we go on to inspect nature as a new discovery. .
Nature is a stt"ange thing,
power, symmetry, and laws.
overlooked and oversimplified.
smoke.

overwhelming us with its

It is so dynamic that it is often
Let us take, fol'.' example,

What image can you picture in your mind?

Is it smoke

from a fire, from a cigat>ette, or is it an unusual glimpse of
a form that flickered thl'ough your mind.

Now look at Plate 1.

3

Zinc oxide smoke magnified

44, 000 times

A closer look unfolds strange curiosities.
what it feels like to inhale this smoke,

Now imagine

thor.ns p.,.icking at your

nostrils, entangling themselves in your hairs, spines ripping

4

flesh as it slides down your bronchial tube,
accumulates into thickets in you't" lungs,

until it

until you suffocate.

Now you have an emotion toward smoke.
But when man creatP.s images through vision, the emotion
varies with the man.

John Helike:r. from Yonkers,

New York,

expresses a closeness to natul'.'e which makes it possible to
invision the spirit of nature.
I , .ested on a 'l'.'ock.

The sun had made it wa:rm,

and I felt its warmth under me - and I recall
looking out to the coastal hills beyond the bay.
It was a lovely ii1dol�nt hour, but it was more
than that - much more.

For it was,

to a de

grae, <ln awareness of being - of identification

�

with my surroundings embracing a si nificant
part of my past expe:dence in nature.

All subject matter from nature when we come to
examine it closely,

seems to acquire certain cha Tacteristics.

These peculiarities are magnified when we observe it microscopically, as in Plate

25, 000 times.

2 in which vat dye is magnified
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Vat dye magnified 25, 000 times

Oddly enough, the reciprocal of the previous statement
pres ents the same view.

The telescopic view of a large aTea

has distinctive featuTes,

as in Plate 3, an ae�ial view of mud

flats at low tide.

6

An aerial view of mud flats at low tide

A visual expet'ience of this sort stimulates your con
sciousness and leaves the door open for your thoughts to
drift in all directions.

As yout' eyes become a vehicle to

7

imaginatively move from one object to another, we
must leave the singular example and collectively con
sider the whole panorama.
To set the stage for this example,

we will simplify

the evolution of a motif fr om its beginning to its conclusion.
In o:rder that we may trigger and stretch the imagination we
will assume that the stimu.lus is the night life of lunar swamp
gTass.

The underlining theme of our visual invention which

we must give birth to, is composed of four vital co�ponents.
These four images, da:r.kness, the moon,

the swamp, and grass

must be able to live ha 't"moniously ':'"11thin a frame, so make
their world as liveable as you can.
Before slapping these images on a canvas, observe the
personality of the individuals.

Darkness is easy to meet,

simply close your eyes and pretend you are grass.
just taken your first step.
green moon.
lunar dust.

You've

It's an imaginative jump onto a

Now wiggle your roots into the particles of
You see gTeen and you feel green.

You ar.e

nourished 1:>Y the moon and the swamp; and you anticipate
a shimmer of sunlight to give you breath.

Now that you have

had this eye training experience set you-r feet back on ear.th.
Observe Plates

4, 5, and 6, simultaneously.

8

The ray system of a young crater

9

Tall meadow grass

10

The plant life of a swamp

They are characte.,.s you know - the swamp,
moon, and grass.

the

Now duplicate your interpl'etation of

the night life of luna,. swamp gl"ass on a screen in your mind
and compare it to Flate 7.

11

11The Night Life of Lunar Swamp Grass, 11

plus a

detail of the same

Imaginative vision should not be solely preoccupied
with shapes and forms, and vis ion should not be nailed to
the back of your head so that is is impossible to see personal

12

thoughts or feelings about life.
allowed to soar.

Creativity should be

Hopefully you are now ready to explore

the photographs of a magic moon which will be presented
in chapter four.

CHAPTER II
COLOR AND TEXTURE

After the senses are stimulated and the mind activated,
the painter r e mains involved with the task of revealing his
impressions of imaginative vision.

The perception of color

exposes the strongest emotion to a visual experience.

And

the employment of texture seems to intensify the feeling of
vitality and subtlety because the subtle changes of color
over a three-dimensional surface creates an enlivening
J.·hyth1n.
Of course, entire books have been written about color
and texture so we will narrow our discussion to the utilization
of examples concerning the moonscapes found in Chapter
Foul'.

The luminous effect used in Plate eight, " A Horse

on the Living Sun," thrills the eye because the viewer
instinctively reponds to light.
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Detail of " A Horse of the Living Sun"

The light green is like a burst of energy nestled in its
red corona ready to explode and fill the room with its burning
light.

This glowing color assumes the appearance of po

tential energy because it rests behind a fine mist.

The effects
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of this mist are created by building up washes in gradations
of value.

Now texture enters into the creation of this

fireball.

The relief from the textured surface produces high

lights and shadows.

Now within our main transition of value

w e have hun.dreds of delicate tran sitions.

The soft-edged

texture produces subdued colors whi ch allows us to gently
change from one hue to anothe-r.

The surface texture is also

representative of a contrast between a figure and its back

in the painting, ''The Space Fish,

ground.

11

the

highlights

of orange color resting on the raised strands of fiber accentuate
depth; whereas in plate nine, a detail of the painting,
Elephant,

If

11The Moon

the depression and insulation board depicts the figure.

The flat surface is a cushion for the eye to pause
and relax on as it travels over the miniature hills of color.

In order to increase the three-dimensionality of the hills of
colored texture, the peak is the complimentary color of the
valley.

This rapid transition of the extreme contrast of cool

to warm intensifies the texture.

The surface texture in all of

the moonscapes illustrated in chapter four is the simulation of
the tactile awareness you would experience from the lunar surface.

16

Detail of background in the "Moon Elephant"

The plains of the moon are more barren than rocky,
our texture must be smooth and unobstrusive.

so

The ring

formations not only provide us with a pleasing manner to
display texture, but also an easy way to imply unity and order.

CHAPTER III
INFLUENCES

Nature's mys terious creation of "A Man on the Moon,
plate ten, was the source of the conception that gave birth
to my magic moonscapes.

"A Man on the Moon"

11
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The man solely constructed by craters, mountains,

and

barren plains is what increased my desire to emphasize
texture as an element of design.

The lunar surface itself

fascinated me as subject matter, because of its unexplored
environment.

Man's exploration with n1.icroscopes,

scopes, Apollo misions,

tele-

and art will result in an incessant

flow of fresh visual experiences.
The moon attracted me to its textures,
because of its lifelessness.
spirit.

but frightened me

It lacked activity, color and

So let us venture deep into a cave as in plate eleven,

a

cave not on the moon but one on earth, to find an inspiration
for life.

"Bison, deer, horses,

and cattle race

across the walls and ceiling in wild pro

fusion, some of them simply outlined in
black, others filled in with bright earth
colors, but all showing the same un

canny sense of life. 3

The one aspect the man on the moon and the cave paintings
have in common is a recognizable figure surrounded by texture.
This similarity exists in all the moonscapes illustrated in
chapter four.

The graceful animals, the texture of the rock,

and the mellow colors of the prehistoric paintings in the cave.
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Lascaux Cave paintings

possess a magnetic effect that later controlled my approach
to painting.

For example, the subject matter in the painting,

"A Horse on the Living Sun,

11

resembles the mustang scurrying

across the walls of the underground chamber of the old

20

stone age man.

The roughness of the outward aspect of the

moon is also analogous to the characteristics of the rock wall
in the caves.

It also appears that the colors were ripened to a

mellow earth tone by the embracing, intense background colors.
I began to see an abstraction develop from the image of a man
on the moon and the magic animal paintings of primitive man,
but my idea never matured until becoming indirectly acquainted
with the work of Paul Klee.
Paul Klee was introduced to me through pictures and
words.

His paintings,

like his vision and his mind are strongly

amplified by his active imagination.

The gift I received from

Klee, a magnitude of vision, was the vehicle needed to express
a greater feeling for life and nature.

His imagination and fantasy

were of prime importance as he investigated for a formula.

In 1916,

Klee wrote:

I do not love animals and all other creatures
with an earthly

cordiality. . .

I am looking

for a distant place which should be situated
at the origin of creation and I am seeking
a formula for man, animal, plant, earth,

fire,

water and air as well as for other gyrating
forces. . .

It is only

place for mys elf. . .

.pear

God I am seeking a

21

Klee found his distant place to be an in-depth world of
man from a distance.

By using my background with Klee's

guidelines I found my subject matter to be the abyss of the
creatu:::-es on a lunar-like terrain.

I increased my visual

education each time I studied one of Klee's works.

He

approached hi painting with a childlike creativeness.

In

contrast, my moonscapes are filled with the emotions, expres sions, and visions of the child.
Paul Klee 1 s painting, 11A rab Town, 11 plate twelve, is a
good example of what you don't see when you look close.

It is

a closer representation of a skeleton of a memory than it
I''

is a realistic photograph.

His works are distorted, interesting,

creative with unusual views.

Paul Klee was a hippopotamus

texture.
Add coal dust, gravel, oyster shells and Swedish
putty to Klee's palette and you will unavoidably conceive
He paints much the same as a child paints

from memory, an approach which i s very similar t o Klee.

However,

Dubuffet enriches his technique with infinite complexities of texture.

Plata thirteen is a comparison of the motif of Dubuffet1 s

painting, "The Geologist," with that of 11A Horse on the Living
Sun.11

' '
. ''

:,.
,,

to my imaginative view, but had an ant's influence on my

Jean Dubuffet.

11
'1
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'

'I
I·I

A painting b y Paul Klee

23

l

A comparison of "The Horse on the Living Sun" with
Dubuffet's painting " The Geologist"
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My paintings are similar to Dubuffet' s in reason and
resemblance, but differ in purpose and complexity.

Sometimes a few people or animals,
roots, primitive elements or rock for
mations seem to appear.
But, since the
scale is as ambiguous as the orientation,
we may be presented with whole parts of
terrestial or lunar petrified continents

studded with craters and dry riverbeds. 5

Both paintings "become increasingly removed from real
places and objects toward 'dreamscapes' or - as he says -

6

'landscapes of the mind. ' "

Enrico Donati also uses "scape" to describe his paintings.
His moonscapes are a "cycle of creation, destruction and rebirth within it.

Nature has destroyed the life that once was

and has reincarnated it in a new life that will have perpetual
existence. "7

Obviously his theme, aim, and approach is

closely related to my own.

He uses texture and color to re-

inforce one another as I do, but where he superimposes
encrusted figures and additional relief to the surface,
excavate.

His painting,

I mainly

"Magnet IV, 11 plate fourteen which

is typical of his style,

appears bolder and more definite

than my moonscapes.

He achieves this effect because he

25

Enrico Donati's painting " Magnet IV"

applies hard edges to his gentle contours , where I use soft
edges of color on jagged contours of texture.

Enrico Donati's

greatest influence on my moonscapes was his use of mysterious

26

voids, and the variations of depth due to the relationship
of changing planes of color from foreground to background.
Little mention has been made of specific color harmonies
mainly because my c::olor changes with my mood.

However,

there are two artists, Paul Gauguin and Moshe Castel,
have indirectly swayed my color tendency.

who

Gauguin is

noted for his use of unusual color harmonies, especially in
those paintings which originated in Tahiti.

And I have thumbed

through the Petite Encyclopedie de 11Art many times to admire
his use of complimentary colors.

His bold application of warm

and cool colors gives an astounding purity to his gentle con
crete coloration.
Moshe Castel, on the other hand, is a master c olorist.
His colors are reinforced by the subtle modulations of lights
and darks produced from his texture.

His paintings also made

me more aware of the importance of value and intensity in the
production of illumination.

27

Painting by Paul Gauguin

28

A painting by Mosh e Castel

CHAPTER IV
MAGIC MOONSCAPES
INTRODUCTION

In this series of paintings, the theme of an animal
on a distant planet consistently recurs.

I represent nature

by showing an elephant that floats through the air, a horse
that inhabits the lar.d, c::id a fish that dwells in the sea.
Although the procedure is common, the material is noteworthy.
An additive and subtractive process was used to develop
the texture.

The new materials, in::mlation board, provided

a virgin means to tap the re.sources vf my imagination.
color is primarily achieved with acrylics,

The

with the exception

of the use of oil base printing ink applied in an intaglio
method for the background effect in the paintings, "The Moon
Elephant11 and 11The Space Fish. 11

These paintings represent

the recorded impressions of my imaginative vision.

·

A HORSE ON THE LIVING SUN

This painting shows us a lone horse standing in a strange
environment, a red crater-like comet with a yellow green

30

A Horse on the Living Sun

nucleus hovering ever an all green landscape.
clean and the horse is tranquil.
nature,

The site is

This living sun has an undisturbed

one that has not been molested by mankind.

The valleys
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of grass are ripe with uninfected sweetness and the ground
is cleaner than detergent.

But before further considering the

purity of this scene, study for a moment how each part of the
painting takes its place in a picture of harmony, the horse in
harmony with the soil, the soil in harmony with the grass,

and the

grass in harmony with the sky.
You also become instantly aware of the movement of a
funnel of red scross the green background.

This burst of

red color flowing across the domain of cool hues symbolizes
the unpredictability of nature's forces.

By using only a meager

number of hues and only slight changes in value, the eye
quickly establishes a simple pattern of movement from one
area to another.

However, this movement is dominated more

by the contours of shapes than color transitions.

The circle of

texture, the rays extended from it, and the horizon line indicate
'
that the focal point is the center of the largest circle of texture.
The upper right hand corner thus seems valid.

The point of

interest, the horse, causes the eye to move to the lower right
hand corner.

The horse causes your eye to drop off the canvas

because the frame chops the horse in half.

A pseudopod extending

from the circle of texture pulls your eye back in from the left
hand side and returns you to the focal point.

The horse,
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the pseudopod, the corona are all in the foreground.
Curiosity draws your eye to the depths of the background
in the upper left hand corner.

The nothingness in this

void is a comforter for your eye to rest on before repeating
the same routine.

The objects would seem painfully

crowded if it were not for the relief of the void and the
eye moving off the canvas.
There is a real feeling for texture in this painting.
The horse is formed from paper towels,

wood putty,

The valley of grass was built from sawdust and glue.

and glue.
And

the corona fabricated from fiberboard, wood putty, and glue.
The unity is provided oy the idea that nature surrounds and
includes the focal point.

THE MOON ELEPHANT

This painting is very similar in subject matter to
11The Horse on the Living Sun" and "Space Fish. 11
paintings involve an animal, a circle,

All three

and the appearance of

lunar surface texture.
This painting depicts an elephant that resembles a
serpent floating around the moon.

He has a split tongue that
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•
.

'
The Moon Elephant

flickers like a snake.

He has the scales of a dragon, but

lacks the feet to walk or the ears to hear.

His teeth are

long and sharp and would appear vicious except for the
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circus tassels dangling from his trunk.

His skin which

is uncommonly green resembles the relief of lunar
dust.
Simplified, the painting consists of only three parts-the mist, the moon, and the elephant.
background.

The mist is the

It is built up with a light blue wash with deli-

cate transitions of tone.

This sets in motion an unnoticed

rhythm which adds a spark of life to

the painting.

The brown

wash, the space between the teeth, is also background mist.
The painting would have been unbalanced had I left this background blue.
way to return.

The eye would have jumped the frame and had no
By repeating the brown on the left side of the can-

vas we have left a sign along the path that directs the eye to

i

I
J·

'

I

its next pcint of interest.

I

In this vista, the elephant orbiting the blue moon is
symbolic of animal life revolving around plant life.

The

elephant has three major points of interest on his body,
and all three are circular forms.

The eye has a keen lemon

yellow cornea setting in a dark blue sclera.

A strong con-

trast of _this nature would attract our attention immediately
were it not for its minuteness.

However, the two obese

i
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circles in the center of the elephant's body overshadow
These two rings of red colcr not only

this midget circle.

resemble a pair of Brobdingnagian bifocals, but serve the
same purpose.

They help us to sec and thus to better under-

stand the nature of a moon elephant.

The lens of the left

side of the bifocals serves a double purpose.

It represents

a simplified diagram of a cross sectional view of the elephant's
anatomy, and it acts as an entrance to a cave which leads
the eye on a journey through a tunnel which exists at the
elephant's mouth.

The lens on the right side of

the bifocals

also serves a double purpose, providing an appealing place
to pause and relax, and acting as the central sensory organ
of the body which receives impulses from the antenna extending
from its epidermus.

SPACE FISH
The painting, "Space Fish" was a take-off from Paul Klee's
painting, "Fish Magic.

rr

The paintings are similar in that they

both contain a fish and the moon: and both emphasize texture,
and use blue as a predominant color.

Although the paintings

are different in appearance they wear the same disguise, the
guise of fantasy.

36

Comparison of "Space Fish" and 11 Fish Magic"
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There are seas on the moon,
the Ocean of Storms.

the Sea of Serenity and

And "Space Fish11 is an example of a

possible imaginative vision of the aquatic life along the seacoast.
Gaseous bubbles gurgle to the top of this lunar marine fluid as a
slimy green space fish searches for food.

;

His eyes cannot see beyond the apex of his m uth so his
tentacles feel along the wine - dark sea bottom for succulent
sea sprouts.

This space fish has an extremely sensitive tactile

awareness since each day of his life is spent pawing the ocean
floor.

The textured blue area represents a section of an aerial

view of the ocean floor, while the textured red-orange design
symbolizes the crater infested seacoast.

Observe plate nineteen,

a close-up of the crater on the rock-bound coast..

This shows a

transition from relatively smooth board to a one-half inch
depression.

From a distance this lowering of the surface plane

is practically unnoticed because of the color intensity o f the
textured area appears to pull the color out <:!Ven to the surface
plane.
Unquestionably, the fish would be the main point of
interest because of its intense color contrast,
location, and its interesting texture.

its central

The eye would next

38

Detail of painting "Space Fish"

move to the crater on the seacoast continually searching
for a point of rest, but there would be no escape.
would,

The eye

therefore, move in an excited motion unable to
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fix its attention or bring order to these various forms
of imaginative nature.

Although this is frustrc1.ting to the

mind, it does motivate the action of the fish.
pleting this study of uspac e Fish,

11

Before com

it might be useful

create your ovr.tn conception o f a creature on the moon.

to
This

will bring a climax or possibly a beginning to your imaginative
vision.
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CONCLUSION

This thesis is but a seed of imaginative vision implanted
in your mind which hopefully will bear awareness, creativity,
aesthetics, disclosure and the enjoyment of the ridiculous
phantasmagoria.
twisted

and

It is easy to see crooked because natuxe is
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